The Fox (F) and the Crow (C)

C: What a nice piece of cheese! It looks very tasty. I shall eat it now. (flies 
    into a tree)
F: That's a crow. What does she have in her mouth? Oh, a piece of cheese! 
     I'd like to eat that cheese! (walks round the tree) How can I get it? Oh, I've got an idea! (to the crow:) Good morning, Mrs Crow! You are a beautiful bird! Your eyes are 
     so bright! You have a fine neck! But it's a pity you can't sing!
C: But I can sing! Caw! Caw! (the cheese falls down)
F: (takes the cheese) You are a beautiful bird and you can sing well, but it's 
    a pity you can't think well. Goodbye, silly crow! (walks away)

The Fox and the Grapes

F: The cheese was tasty, but now I'm very thirsty. I'd like to drink some water or to eat a juicy fruit. (sees the grapes) Oh, what beautiful grapes! They look very nice. I'll try to get them. (jumps) Oh, they are very high. Let's try again. (jumps) It's a pity I can't get them. 
(looks at the grapes) But these grapes are too green. They aren't tasty at all. They are sour. I don't need them. (walks away)

Two Monkeys (1M, 2M) and the Fox (F)

1M: Oh, what a nice banana!
2M: I saw it first!
1M: No, no, I saw it first!
2M: It's mine!
1M: No, it's mine!
F: What's the matter?
2M: I found this banana, but she…
1M: Oh, no! I found it first!
F: I see. Let's divide the banana. Each of you will get a half. (breaks the banana)
2M: But my piece is smaller!
F: All right, I'll bite a little from this half. (bites from the other half)
1M: Now my piece is smaller!
F: Don't worry. I'll bite a little from that piece. (bites from the other half)
2M: Now my piece is smaller again!
F: I'll bite a little from this piece again. (eats the banana)
1M: And where is our banana?
F: You wanted too much, and now you have nothing. Goodbye, silly monkeys!
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